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Us police transform robot car fire dragon fighter

If you've ever bought yourself or your kids a remote-controlled car, you'll know how quickly people get bored of them, leaving the TV thrown to one side. However, if you are looking for a small Ardunio project, that abandoned RC car may be useful. Randy Serfan, who also happens to be Tamer's technology editor, took out the bowels of a remote-controlled car and replaced the pieces with Ardoino's board.
Given Arduino is good for controlling engines and sensors, Randy added a PING ultrasonic sensor to the front of the vehicle too. So in addition to driving back and forth, the Shih car will now be able to register an object and stop before it crashes into it - a pretty useful ability if your kids have a habit of smashing it into stalls with your best China on top. As Randy points out in the video below, by giving the
Toy Arduino, you have not only breathed some life into an old product, but you can mess with it further - for example, you can scratch the need for a remote control altogether, and use sensors to make the car follow you. Still, for those looking for a small confidence-boosting task to do with the new Adruino starter kit, this brain replacement project would be an ideal start. To know how to dismantle the RC
car though, or see which parts you are going to need, head over to the character's training page. Your browser does not support iframes. [Guided via hacked gadgets] Get more GeekTech: Twitter - Facebook - RSS | Give us advice from a note: When you purchase something after clicking on links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our Affiliate Link Policy for more details. Dubai police
living in Dubai these days must feel a bit like Detroit circa 2043, minus the shadowy giant association that turned slain cops into cyborgs who kill the man. Allowing from the oil kingdom's plans to create an autonomous drone taxi service - and an attempt at their own RoboCop - Dubai police have announced the creation of a fleet of tiny self-driving police cars deployed from drones that can scan their
surroundings for wanted criminals and, more ominously, persons of interest. If that sounds a little dystopian to his liking, well, the rest of the details won't do much to change that. Created by Singapore robotics company OTSAW, O-R3 units will send a live video feed using a 360-degree camera to a central monitoring station so Dubai police can see what's going on at any time. Thanks to biometric software
and scanners, the robot will also be able to identify suspicious objects and track suspects, according to Thal Khalid Nasser al-Razuki, director of the police Smart Services Program. But if one of the suspects tries to escape quickly, or simply jump a fence as seen in the demo video below, the O-R3 is also able to launch a drone carrying a camera at the touch of a button to continue the chase. The whole
package is about the size of power wheels, so it should be To use trails and alleyways too small for dubai police's fleet of super cars. Al-Razuki also noted that the robotic patrols will be on display mainly in tourist areas by the end of the year, so it remains to be seen whether this is a more public relations exercise than a serious attempt at new policing. The mesmerizing Robocop introduced last month
serves primarily as its own tourist attraction at the foot of the Burj Khalifa instead of heralding a new wave of robotic officers. Still, the introduction of the O-R3 shows that Dubai police are diving ahead with their ambitious goal of replacing 25 percent of their patrol force with robots by 2030. Another call rarely has one reason for any fire in a given car, even if an investigator can trace all the way back to the
incident that started the blaze. It's more likely that there was a combination of reasons: human causes, mechanical reasons, and chemical factors, and they all worked together to create a very dangerous situation. In other words, once a vehicle is on fire, any number of other factors can (and will) complicate things. Knowing what these factors are can potentially help a car owner avoid a dangerous situation,
but there are no guarantees. The most important thing to remember is that once a vehicle catches fire, it really doesn't matter what caused it - your car is on fire. Don't worry if the engine was overheating or what liquid you may have spilled (although this information may be useful later, for insurance purposes or to help a car manufacturer fix a potential defect). Right now, it's imperative that you get out of
the car as fast as possible. A small car fire is not going to stay small for long, and any combination of the initial causes (or complications) discussed in this article will quickly make the situation much, much worse. The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) says that car fires account for about 20% of all reported fires, so it's worth knowing how to reduce some of the risk in your car or truck [Source:
Chandler Law Group]. The contents of a design flaw in the vehicle usually won't cause the vehicle to burn on its own because there is no on/off switch to turn a vehicle on. Design deficiencies, however, can make conditions really ripe for fire, and sometimes even create conditions where fire ultimately is inevitable. Typically, manufacturers catch on to these situations before incidents become common.
They issue recalls to get the dangerous cars off the street and fix the problems, because no manufacturer wants to be known for combusting its customers. Like all vehicle fires, a design flaw is only the first step that leads to a fire. Not all design flaws cause a fire, but any number of problems can make the fire much more likely. Although some recent incidents will serve as specific examples on the following
pages, it is worth noting that each major car manufacturer (and abundance The smaller ones) also returned a vehicle due to the risk of fire [Source: Chandler Law Group]. Human error probably isn't going to be the direct cause of your car fire - after all, being lazy isn't exactly like hitting a match and igniting a fuse that goes into the gas tank. But if you're sloppy about maintenance, your car is going to be a
lot more dangerous, in general, and the increased likelihood of a car fire is just some of the bigger risks you take. It is true, forgetting or neglecting to properly care for your car can indirectly lead to a vicious fire. That's because if you let broken parts, leaky gaskets, or damaged wiring go without repairs, it will make your car much more welcoming to the conditions that cause the fire. An engine with a faulty
gasket is more likely to drip hazardous (and flammable) liquids. Worn wiring is more likely to ignite and contact flammable materials. Isn't it better to know if your car is a potential death trap? Just open the hood occasionally and take a superficial look around. An advertisement depending on the impact site, a car accident can even start a car fire. Most vehicle contraction zones are well designed, so the
metal absorbs the force of the blow and protects dangerous internal points like the engine, battery and even fuel tank. But really, there's actually not that much barrier there, so a hard enough hit might cause fluid leaks and spills as well as heat and smoke. And, as we know, high fever and spilled fluids create perfect conditions for burning. Because it is difficult for occupants of the crashed vehicle to see the
extent of the damage as long as they are inside, the threat of fire may not be immediately clear; However, it is always best to stay away from a damaged car as soon as possible. Consider yourself lucky if you're not trapped inside a crashed vehicle - even if it bursts into flames, at least you're a safe distance away. The criminal act of starting a fire. Why would someone set a car on fire on purpose, anyway?
It could be to cover up theft, or to cover up evidence of another crime. It could be old-fashioned vandalism, too, destroying something just to destroy it. Or it could be insurance fraud. And there must be a few other reasons, but it's best to leave it to the criminal genius. It's worth noting that it's pretty easy to set a car on fire - maybe doing it until it's discovered is a challenge, but actually igniting a car blaze is
simple. A lighter can use any combination of catalysts, factors on this list (and more) to ignite the fire - and a skilled automatic lighter can sometimes get away with it, too. After all, the physical evidence is a fiery mess, we don't support it in any way, but we're saying a lighter is another reason your car could ignite. Advert not long after Tesla Model S awarded the unofficial title of safest car By the media (and
by Tesla Motors), the Tesla Model S caught fire in the fall of 2013. It's never good, of course, but for Tesla, it was particularly bad. The company has hinted many times that its electric Model S was all but immune to battery-related problems that plagued hybrid and ATV cars of the past. Unfortunately, the Model S traveling at high speeds hit a piece of debris that punctured the car's battery, and the battery
behaved like any other battery: it was ignited. During 2011 and 2012, the Chevrolet Volt made headlines when a bunch of test vehicles caught fire during impact tests. Federal regulators have determined that in most cases, leaking coolant interacts with the faulty batteries to ignite the blaze, and GM was able to come up with an amendment provided by government safety officials. However, concerns about
hybrid and electric batteries are long overdue, and there are potential new risks in any new design. Safety concerns may fade a little from these high-profile incidents, from the public consciousness. An advert for overheating catalytic converters are a fire risk that is often overlooked, but think about it: one of the consistently hottest parts of your car running throughout the vehicle - the exhaust system.
Catalytic converters usually overheat because they work too hard to burn more emission pollutants than they are designed to process. In other words, if the car's engine doesn't run efficiently (due to worn lighters or any number of other adverse conditions), it doesn't burn the fuel properly, and many more things end up in the exhaust system. The cat then has to work particularly hard to do its job, making it
even hotter than usual. An over-working catalytic (or clogged) converter can easily move from its normal operating temperature range of about 1,200 to 1,600 degrees Fahrenheit (648.9 to 871.1 degrees Celsius) to 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit (1,093.3 degrees Celsius). This causes long-term damage not only to the cat itself, but also to the parts surrounding the car. The car is designed to withstand the cat's
normal temperatures, but it can't consistently handle temperatures as high as a few hundred degrees. If the catalytic converter heats up enough, it can ignite the cell's insulation and carpets through the heat shields and metal floor pan. Advertising an overheated engine that causes a car to catch fire is a particularly good example of how one problem can lead to another. The engine of a car probably won't
overheat enough to just burst into flames on its own. But what can happen (quite easily, by the way), is that an engine can overheat and causes the internal liquids, like oil and cooling, to rise to dangerous temperatures and start spilling out of their designated recycling areas. When that happens, they drip, drip and erupt throughout the engine bay into the exhaust system, landing on other hot parts, where
they can easily ignite and In some cases, as the late 2012 recall of about 90,000 Ford cars equipped with EcoBoost-specific powertrain, an engine that overheats is sometimes a design flaw that is fixable with a software update - changing the car's computer to help keep engine temperatures at a safer (low temperature) level. Typically, though, an overheating engine requires mechanical attention. There's
often a leaky gasket or gasket, or the radiator doesn't work properly, or any number of other things. If your car's engine is constantly overheating... Well, it's not a symptom to ignore. Advertising in the average car or truck has a number of flammable and very dangerous liquids under the hood: gasoline or diesel fuel, motor oil, transmission fluid, power steering fluid, brake fluid and even engine coolant. All
these fluids go spinning when the car is lying, and they can all catch fire pretty easily if their lines, pipes or reservoirs are damaged. So although one of the car's essential liquids is unlikely to start emiting or dripping out of nowhere - usually, something else has to go wrong first - the fact that all of these liquids are flammable in the first place is a problem in itself. Combined with another aggravating factor,
like a car accident or a botched part, the result could be a fire. Although such a fire is expected to begin in engine bay, where all these hazardous liquids are concentrated, it should be remembered that some, like fuel and brake fluid, are transported throughout the car. Power system ad failures take second place on the list that are the second most common cause of vehicle fires [Source: Walters Forensic
Engineering]. Car batteries are problematic, and not just the types of hybrid and electric batteries we've already talked about. A standard battery of a typical car can cause a lot of trouble. Battery charge cycles can cause explosive hydrogen gas to accumulate in the engine bay, and the electrical current the battery provides (along with faulty or loose wiring) can produce sparks that can quickly ignite leaking
liquid drips or fumes. The dangers of the electrical system are also not confined to the area under the hood. Electrical wiring works throughout the car; Through channels, into doors, under the carpet and through powered and heated seats, only to aromatate a few places where stray, undetected wire can cause undescenment. Advertising leaks in the fuel system are the most common cause of vehicle fires,
so they take the top spot on our list [Source: Chandler Law Group]. As we've already seen, any number of complicating factors can cause fuel leakage, but they are complicated because fuel leaks can also arise on their own and with very little warning. Leaking a fuel system is really dangerous. We've already talked about how a lot of car liquids have coroesmic, toxic and flammable properties, but gasoline
is among the worst. Gasoline at a temperature of 45 degrees Fahrenheit (7.2 degrees Celsius) or higher can catch fire at a simple spark speed. It happens all the time in a running car, after all, but it's included by the engine. And benzine reaching 495 degrees Fahrenheit (257.2 degrees Celsius) will ignite on its own. It's easy to see how fuel dripping on hot metal and plastic parts can cause a rapidly
spreading fire. The best way to reduce the chances of a fire in the fuel system is to make sure the car is properly maintained and keep it out of the situations we've already described. And if you ever smell fuel in or around your car, find and fix the leak immediately! If you are a driver you can quietly curse the cyclist in front of you for making you others. But research has shown that the speed difference was
negligible. A lot of the facts about car fires seem like common sense. For example, most vehicle fires start in the engine compartment, which should come as no surprise to anyone who has ever opened the hood to see what's going on there. And if your car is on fire, you should always try to get as far away as possible. (Instead of, say, standing up and filming it, organizing it to say it's not like Weezer's and
then posting it online. I saw it once in a video, when I was a moderator on a Volkswagen forum and a well-known friend's car mysteriously burst into flames. honestly, that's all I could think about the whole time I researched and wrote this article.) But maybe it's too hard. Car fires are terrifying, and the movies and TV make us all believe that every car in a row on fire will immediately explode. Just don't pull
out your phone to check this list (or film the fire) until after you're at a safe distance. Related articles AA1Car.com. Catalytic converter. (8.10.13) Http://www.aa1car.com/library/converter.htmChandler Court. Common causes of car fires. (October 5, 2013) Paul A. Ford finds a software patch for engine fire problems. NBC News. December 10th, 2012. (October 5, 2013) ri. The test of the Chevrolet Volt fire
ends; Safety regulators approve the amendment of GM. Los Angeles Times. January 21st, 2012. (October 5, 2013) 1. Replacing relays with car electrical systems. (8.10.13) Fire Protection System. Vehicles. May 2013. (October 5, 2013) Matthew. Elon Musk details the cause of Tesla's Model S fire, saying it was worse with gas. Tech-hinch. October 4th, 2013. (October 5, 2013) Bill. G.M recalls Chevrolet
475,000 To repair the engine fire hazard. The New York Times. June 22, 2012. (October 5, 2013) legal action. Motor vehicle fires. (October 5, 2013)
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